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Anticipating the climate variability in 
multispecific perennial cropping systems: 

What do we have to consider?
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Climate variability and crop management

In farm, adjusments take place in the management

Tactical: during the crop cycle

Strategic: at a multiyear scale

How to take into account these adjustments? 

What consequences in terms of performances?

In Mediterranean regions

low percentage of intercropped vineyards

severe drought in summer, strong climate variability

competition for soil resources between the two crops 

Flexibility as a way to buffer the climate variability
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Methodology

Designing flexible and sustainable intercropped vineyard cropping
systems

⇒ MODELLING the flexibility of the crop management depending on:

• The state of the biophysical system

• The climate variability

Anticipating the effects of a flexible management on crop’s
performances

⇒ EXPERIMENTING a change in soil surface management

• Experimenting during the transition phase

• Effects on vegetative and reproductive grapevine development
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1. Modelling adaptive cropping systems
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Conceptual model

From Martin-Clouaire et Rellier, 2009

Biophysical system

(water balance, Walis, Celette et al. 2010)

Management system Ressources

Climate

Intra-annual
variability

Inter-annual
variability
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Crop
cycle 1

Crop
cycle 2

Implementation of the adjustments : 
operational and tactical level

Tillage :      
decompaction

Tillage: 
weeding

Tillage: 
weeding

Tillage:      
decompaction

BARE SOIL

Tillage:                  
seed bed preparation

Sowing

Mowing(s)

Destruction

Tillage:  
weeding

Tillage:
seed bed preparation

Sowing

Mowing(s)

TEMPORARY INTERCROP
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- Definition of the minimum water soil reserves to meet satisfying
grapevine performances

Building a rule for tactical change :
example of grass destruction
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- Definition of the minimum water soil reserves to meet satisfying
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- Definition of the crop water demand during the crop cycle
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Building a rule for tactical change : 
example of grass destruction

10 mm     
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- Definition of the minimum water soil reserves to meet satisfying
grapevine performances

- Definition of the crop water demand during the crop cycle

- Definition of the grass destruction threshold
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Building a rule for tactical change : 
example of grass destruction

Grass Destruction

- Definition of the minimum water soil reserves to meet satisfying
grapevine performances

- Definition of the crop water demand during the crop cyle

- Definition of the destruction threshold

- Activation of the rule
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Crop
cycle 1

Strategic adjusments

Tillage:

Seed bed preparation

Sowing

Mowing(s)

Tillage

weeding

MIXED STRATEGY

If no sowing

Destruction

If not enough water soil
reserves

Bare soil

Tillage :                  
seed bed preparation

Sowing

Crop
cycle 2 Tillage :                 

seed bed preparation

Sowing

Temporary
Intercrop

Bare soil

Permanent 
Intercrop
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Flexibility can improve the water balance
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2. Experimenting a change in soil surface 
management

?

What if intercrop
destroyed?
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Effects on growth and yield: 
1st year

1st year Yield Vegetative
Growth

Intercrop
suppressed

> PI
< BS

= BS

Intercrop
sown

< BS
> PI

= PI

BS = Bare Soil

PI = Permanent Intercrop
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Effects on growth and yield:
2nd year

2nd year Yield Vegetative
Growth

Intercrop
suppressed

> PI
> BS

> PI

Intercrop
sown

< BS
< PI

< BS

BS = Bare Soil

PI = Permanent Intercrop
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Flexibility in crop management  is useful to maintain
perfomances despite climate variability

A good knowledge of the interactions between the crop
management and the biophysical system is needed

Different response times must be taken into account in 
perennial cropping systems 

Conclusions
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Thank you for your attention!
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